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Proposal University Research Review When the supervisory committee is satisfied that the proposal meets all
the requirements specified in the minimum standards rubric, the chair reconciles the Proposal Committee
Rubric Analysis as approved and uploads the clean proposal, checklist, and Turnitin report to the
reconciliation. Students living in areas outside this coverage are responsible for toll charges associated with
this call. Carry out your capstone Overview of the prospectus Throughout the dissertation process, you are
required to do more than just present research. Next, as students begin preparing to write, they should review
the materials related to the PhD dissertation document and process, provided on the Center for Research
Quality website. Expand your career options and earn your degree in a convenient, flexible format that fits
your busy life. Students work with their committee to make any requested revisions. The proposal establishes
the rationale for conducting the study, including a review and analysis of the relevant literature, and describes
the design and methodology that will be used for the study. The URR either approves the dissertation and
abstract, which enables the student to continue to the Form and Style review, or returns the documents with a
set of suggested revisions. Committee Assignment At this time, students are assigned their dissertation
supervisory committee, following the steps outlined for their program of study. Final Quality Committee
Review After successful completion of the oral defense, students must submit their dissertation with all
changes made and no track changes showing under Final Overall Quality Committee Rubric Analysis for the
formal committee review. Students need to describe who may benefit from the findings of the study and how
they may benefit. Revisions may be required at this point, and these changes are facilitated through
consultation with the chair and others. After approval of the prospectus, students are assigned a third member
serving in the role of the university research reviewer, or URR if not assigned at committee formation. With
Walden as your GPS, you can navigate this route with confidence. Walden University doctoral candidates
receive personalized support as they blaze a path to academic excellence. You are required to evaluate
critically and synthesize literature; identify a research problem, including the purpose of the study; craft
arguments regarding the importance of your study; and describe the background of your topic and the research
problem. The Prospectus is a second document used to confirm the topic for the proposal and the structure of
the dissertation committee. Walden University, the No. The dissertation demonstrates that the student can
convey this expertise through writing. Resources for Walden Student Groups Introduction to Writing the PhD
Dissertation The Walden University Dissertation Guidebook presents a description of the requirements of the
PhD dissertation as well as the expectations for content, methods, and social change implications. For
questions about writing the proposal, dissertation, thesis, or doctoral study, contact editor waldenu. When the
call is completed, the chair enters his or her review of the call under Final Oral Presentation. Guides for
completing these documents can be found on the Center for Research Quality website. Confused about
assumptions, limitations, and delimitations? Note: No data may be collected until IRB approval is granted.
Finally, you are required to identify possible analytical strategies and explain the significance of the potential
study and implications for positive social change. Committee members complete their reviews and, if the
dissertation is ready to go to the URR, the chair must reconcile Final Overall Quality Committee Rubric
Analysis as approved and upload the clean approved dissertation to the approved reconciliation. Fill out this
form to get free information on courses, admissions and financial aid from your personal advisor. In all PhD
programs, this document is called the Premise, which is followed by a Prospectus. Walden designs its degree
programs for working professionals who want to further their education while staying on the job and engaged
with family, friends, and community. This final oral defense is a formal discussion of the scholarly content of
the dissertation, followed by an evaluation of the dissertation. Students submit their clean dissertation,
checklist, and Turnitin report under Final Study Committee Rubric Analysis for the committee review. At this
point, students may need to revise the dissertation based on feedback during the teleconference as well as from
the Form and Style review. See Jen's blog post. The document advances social change A final,
Walden-specific and important outcome of the PhD Dissertation is that the study and results also make a
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significant contribution to social change. The PhD Dissertation is built on basic or applied research When
earning a PhD, students are expected to conduct their own, original research. Further, you are required to
identify a theoretical framework; develop research questions; describe the nature of the study in terms of the
research design and methodology; describe ethical research; and identify possible types and sources of
information or data.


